Objectives

- Create a document for human rights guidelines (based on RFC8280)
- Practice-based
- Practice oriented
Changes from -01 to -02

- Further integration of inter-protocol and architectural concerns
- Improved text on 3.3.1. Connectivity and 3.3.19 Anonymity
- Editorial changes and corrected typos
Changes from -01 to -02

- Lots of RFCs and I-Ds in the IETF with Human Rights Considerations (
  https://etherpad.net/p/Overview_of_human_rights_considerationse)

- One can review considerations in problem statements, architecture of
  solutions, extension fields to protocols, etc.

- Changed title: “Guidelines for Human Rights Protocol Considerations” →
  “Guidelines for Human Rights Protocol and Architecture Considerations”
Next steps

- Thank you Corinne, Joe and Avri for reviewing the draft!
- Add more explanations to guidelines
- Does this constitute and update to (parts of) RFC 8280?
- How can we make this (more) useful for you?